
Steel Tubing 1” (25 mm)

Swivel Casters 2.5” (64 mm)

Shipping Weight 10 lbs. (5 kg)

Shipping Dimensions 18” x 14” x 12” (457 mm x 356 
mm x 305 mm)

Maximum Comfort, Maximum 
Convenience

RST-1WS
Carts and Dollies
SKU# 5150514
Rolling Work Seat

Questions? Contact BendPak’s Sales Team
sales@bendpak.com | 1-800-253-2363

Monday - Friday, 7AM to 4:30PM PST

This rolling unit reduces back strain and simultaneously gives 
you a close-at-hand tool tray that stays with you no matter 
where you roll. Work seats are universally used in garages 
worldwide for any work application that occurs around and 
underneath your vehicle for a reason: they’re extremely 
portable and durable. At Ranger we ask, “Why can’t work 
seats be as comfortable as any other seat, as well?” After you 
give your vehicle little lift with a jack stand or partially raised 
car lift, you might spend hours wrenching away. A work seat 
needs to be comfortable and ergonomic, so those long hours 
of labor don’t take a heavy toll on your body.

In addition to keeping you comfortable while you work, 
the Ranger RST-1WS work seat features a built-in tray to 
ergonomically organize tools and small parts. If you’re already 
in the business for a car lift, you should be sure to order a 
work seat to be delivered at the same time, especially if you 
or your fellow mechanics prefer working closer to the ground.

Just because you’re hard at work doesn’t mean you should 
have to be in pain. That’s where the Ranger RST-1WS Work 
Seat rolls to the rescue. Reinforced red vinyl stretched over 
a hardy foam pad comprises this comfy cushion to take the 
pressure off your back. At the same time, the convenient 
under-seat tray makes sure all of your tools are always just a 
short reach away. Sturdy, 1” steel tubing construction and ball 
bearing swivel casters ensure you’ll be rolling in style for a 
good long while. Ditch that busted old work seat and upgrade 
to the apex of service equipment design and comfort. 

Specifications

Features
 - Padded seat
 - Work more efficiently
 - Relieves sore back muscles
 - Perfect for wheel / service work
 - 4 ball bearing swivel casters
 - Includes convenient under-seat tray
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